As is well known that RN-AdS black hole has a phase transition which is similar to that of van der Waals system. The phase transition depends on the electric potential of the black hole and is not the one between a large black hole and a small black hole. On this basis, we introduce a new order parameter and use the Landau continuous phase transition theory to discuss the critical phenomenon of RN-AdS black hole and give the critical exponent. By constructing the binary fluid model of black hole molecules, we investigate the microstructure of black holes. Furthermore, by studying the effect of the spacetime scalar curvature on the phase transition, we find that the charged and uncharged molecules of black holes are with different microstructure red which is like fermion gas and boson gas.
I. INTRODUCTION
As an interdisciplinary area of general relativity, quantum mechanics, thermodynamics and statistical physics, particle physics and string theory, black hole physics plays a very important role in modern physics. The investigation of the thermal properties and the internal microstructure of black holes has always been one of the topics of interest to theoretical physicists. In recent years, the first law of black hole thermodynamics has been obtained by matching the cosmological constant in a AdS spacetime. Then the discussion of the thermodynamic properties of AdS and dS black holes by comparing the black hole state parameters with the van de walls(vdW) equation has been widely concerned .
It is found that the second-order phase transition point of the black hole is independent of the conjugate variables [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In the case of vdW system with the fixed temperature and pressure, the microstructure and the physical properties of the system changes when it experiences the liquid-gas phase transition. For the research of black hole system, it is known that when the system is in isothermal or isobaric processes, the P −V curve or the T −S curve of system is discontinuous. This result meet the requirements of thermodynamic equilibrium stability. we known that the system has latent heat of phase transition when it passes through the two-phase coexistence curve. Since the thermal system has different physical properties in the two phases, thus the system has different microstructure in different phases.
Research on the microstructure of black holes is the foundation of the theory of quantum gravity and the bridge between quantum mechanics and the gravity theory. The study of the classical thermodynamic properties and microstructure of black holes will provide an important window for the exploration of quantum gravity. It is hoped that the knowledge of the microstructure of black holes can be revealed by studying the phase transition of black holes.
Recently based on the study of the thermodynamic properties of black holes, some researchers have adopted Boltzmann's profound idea, i.e., a black hole can change its temperature by absorbing and emitting matter. An object with temperature has a microstructure.
The authors have shown that black holes are also composed of effective molecules, which carry the microscopic degrees of freedom of black hole entropy [32] . Based on this hypothesis, the concept of molecular density of black holes is introduced to obtain the phase transition of black holes. And it is given by
where l p is the Planck length,
the aid of the critical number density m c = 1/(2 √ 6Q). According to the research, the order parameter has a non-zero value when the system passes through the first-order phase transition of the small black hole and the large one. The value of order parameter gradually decrease as the temperature increases, and it equates to zero at the critical point. To some extent, the microstructure of small black holes and large black holes will converge at the critical point. It is found that the variation of the molecular density of the black hole is the internal cause of the black hole phase transition [32] [33] [34] [35] . From the Eq.(1.1), it seems that the molecular density m is only the function of black hole event horizon r + , while it is related with other parameters of black holes such as the electric charge and magnetic charge.
Recent studies have shown that the RN-AdS black hole has the same thermodynamic characteristics as that for vdW system. And the cosmological constant is interpreted as the pressure in the thermodynamic system. With these issues, the thermodynamic characteristics and critical phenomena of AdS and dS black holes are studied, and the first-order and second-order phase transitions of RN-AdS black holes with vdW system are obtained.
Furthermore, the critical boundary point of phase transition has the same critical exponent and scale rate [1, 32, 36, 37] . However, Schwarzschild de Sitter(SdS) black holes without charge has no phase transition like vdW system [38] . Therefore, the charge of the black hole plays a key role in the phase transition, and the effect of the black hole charge on the phase transition must be considered in the microstructure theory of the black hole.
In this paper, based on the study of the black hole phase transition with different conjugate variables, we find that the phase transition of RN-AdS black hole is not just the phase transition of small black hole and large black hole, but it is determined by the potential of the black hole. The phase of the black hole is in the high potential phase, the low potential 
II. PHASE TRANSITION OF RN-ADS BLACK HOLE
We find that the phase transition position of RN-AdS black hole is invariable with different conjugate variables (P − V ) and (T − S), and the thermodynamic properties is invariable with different conjugate variables. As is well known we study the molar mass system with the study of the phase transition of thermodynamics system, such as the phase transition for molar vdW system. Keeping the charge Q of system is constant, we know that the charge Q of RN-AdS black hole is analogous to the molar mass of vdW system in studying RN-AdS black hole phase transition. Taking the conjugate variables (P − V ) and the charge Q of RN-AdS black hole as a constant. The horizontal axis of the two phase coexistence region is V 2 and V 1 , respectively, the vertical axis is P 0 , which depends on the radius r + of the black hole event horizon. According to the condition of equilibrium stability, we can obtain the following expression by the Maxwell's equal area laws,
Taking the conjugate variables (T − S) and the invariable cosmological constant l, the horizontal axis of the two phase coexistence region is S 2 and S 1 , respectively. The vertical axis is T 0 , (T 0 ≤ T c ) which depends on the radius r + of the black hole event horizon. According to the condition of equilibrium stability, we can obtain by the Maxwell's equal area laws,
From Eqs.(2.1) and (2.2), we can obtain
where x = r 1 /r 2 , r 1 and r 2 is the black hole event horizon radius for a first-order phase transition point, respectively. The temperature T 0 = χT c , here T c is critical temperature, 0 < χ ≤ 1 is a constant. When χ is determined, we can obtain the value of x and r 2 from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). When x = 1, we obtain the critical values from (2.3) and (2.4).
The lowest point of the P − V graph satistfies P = 0, ∂P ∂V T = 0, the corresponding
, that is, the minimum value of χ is χ = 
We can obtain the solution x = x 0 for equation
From Eq.(2.4), we find that there is a sudden change in the potential of the black hole molecules when the phase transition of black hole happens with the temperature below T 0 .
This also reflects the fact that the microstructure of black hole molecules in different phases is inconsistent.When the temperature is determined, the two phase black hole molecules are respectively at the electric potential
where x is given by Eq.(2.3). We take the order parameter
Recently the microstructure of the phase transition of black holes is studied [32] [33] [34] [35] . It polarization, which has a certain orientation. When black hole molecules are in a relatively ordered state with low symmetry, they are in phase 2 with low potential at the same temperature, the electric potential (electric field) that causes the black hole molecules to produce orientation decreases. The order degree of black hole molecules is relatively low, but its symmetry is relatively high. As the temperature increases, the thermal motion of the black hole molecules tends to weaken the sequence orientation. But just the temperature is not very high, there's still a certain orientation of black hole molecules, and that's why the orientation of black hole molecules decreases with temperature. When the black hole temperature is above the critical temperature, the thermal motion of the black hole molecules increases, causing the black hole molecules to approach zero. The phase below critical temperature with lower symmetry and higher order, order parameter ϕ(T ) is non-zero. the phase above critical temperature with higher symmetry and lower order, order parameter ϕ(T ) is zero.
As the temperature decreases, the order parameter ϕ(T ) changes continuously from zero to non-zero at the critical point.
Landau believed that the order parameter ϕ(T ) near the critical point T c is a small amount, thus the Gibbs function G(T, ϕ) can be expanded to the power of ϕ(T ) near T c .
Considering spacetime, the transformation of Q ⇆ −Q is symmetric. When the electric potential is used as the order parameter and the thermodynamic quantity of the black hole is expanded in order parameter perturbation series. The odd order terms of the series are absent. So
here G 0 (T ) is the Gibbs function at ϕ(T ) = 0. We can determine the function relation between ϕ(T ) = 0 and temperature T with the minimum condition of stable equilibrium Gibbs function at T, P is invariant. Note that we write the Gibbs function as G(T, ϕ), where ϕ is not independent variable. In a stable equilibrium state, G(T ) should have a minimum value ∂G ∂ϕ = ϕ(a + bϕ 2 ) = 0, (2.10)
Eq. (2.10) have three solutions represents an ordered state, that corresponds to the temperature range of T < T c . The order parameters continuously change from zero to non-zero at T c , so there should be a = 0 at T = T c . In the critical neighborhood we can simply take is real numbers and a < 0 at T < T c , so the constant b > 0.
We can obtain
here the critical exponent β = 1/2. Substituting Eq. (2.14) into Eq.(2.8), we get
From Eq. (2.15) we get that the heat capacity at the critical point is jumping.
∂T 2 , we can get
So the jump curve of heat capacity is lambda shape. Eq. (2.16) indicates that the heat capacity of ordered phase is greater than that of disordered phase, and the sudden change of heat capacity at t = 0 is limited. So we know that the critical parameter α = α ′ = 0. When the pressure change is negligible, the total differential of Gibbs free energy as temperature T and electric potential ϕ is given [37] dG = −SdT − Qdϕ (2.18) For Eq.(2.18), we get 
The critical exponent δ = 3. The critical exponent is same as that in Refs. [1, 28, 37] . From Eq. (2.17), we can get
Substituting (2.18) into (2.21), we can obtain the entropy with disordered phase is S = S 0 , and the entropy with ordered phases is S = S 0 + a 2 0 t 2bTc . When t = 0, the ordered phase entropy is equal to the disordered phase entropy, that is, the black hole entropy is continuous at the critical point.
III. THERMODYNAMICS GEOMETRY
From the discussion in part II, we find that Eq.(2.8) contain parameters of a and b related to specific system characteristics, but the critical exponent given above is irrelevant to a and b. And we know that there are similar problems in the general thermodynamic system. The radical cause is that when we discuss the continuous phase transition, we do not consider the strong fluctuation of order parameters in the critical point domain. Fortunately, the famous Ruppeiner geometry comes from the thermodynamic fluctuation theory. By studying the singularity of the curvature scalar corresponding to thermodynamic geometry, the phase change structure of black hole is revealed [39, 40] . Therefore, we can reveal the microstructure of black hole molecules by studying the Ruppeiner geometry, for RN-AdS black hole which has scalar curvature [33] .
Furthermore, R can be rewritten in terms of electric potential
At the same temperature R is divided into two, a representative n 2 = ϕ 
3) Suppose the degree of freedom of the charged black hole molecule is N q , and the total molecular degree of freedom of the black hole is N. According to the degree of freedom ratio of charged and uncharged molecules in a black hole, it can be divided into three regions:
N q /N = n 0 , N q /N > n 0 and N q /N < n 0 . When N q /N = n 0 , we think the degree of freedom of black hole molecules is moderate; When N q /N > n 0 , the black hole molecules are arranged in an orderly way and have a low degree of freedom with the action of electric potential;
When N q /N < n 0 , black hole molecules are disordered and the degree of freedom of black hole molecules is relatively high with the action of electric potential.
In the R − χ curve, the electric potential of R 2 is lower than that of R 1 at the same temperature, that is ϕ , and this curve N q /N < n 0 indicates R 2 < 0. So R 2 corresponds to the fact that the black hole molecules are in a disordered state where the symmetry of the black hole molecules is high. We discuss the R 1 − T curve in three parts:
• The phase of R 1 < 0 is in the region √ 5 − 2 < x ≤ 1. The potential ϕ • The phase of R 1 = 0 is at the point 2−x 2 f Q (x) = 0x = √ 5−2, here the corresponding
3), R 1 = 0 that correspond to the potential
According to the relation between the degree of molecular freedom of the black hole and the horizon area of the black hole [32, 39, 41 ]
we get
The electric potential of R 2 at the same temperature ϕ In sum, we get that the phase of R 1 > 0 black hole has a higher degree of order and a lower degree of symmetry; In the phase of R 1 = 0, the degree of order of the black hole molecules is moderate and the degree of symmetry is moderate; in the phase of R 1 < 0, the degree of order of the black hole molecules is lower and the degree of symmetry is higher.
When x = 1, R 1 = R 2 , and ϕ . That is, when the ratio of the free degree of charged molecules in the black hole molecules is 1/6,the corresponding critical point is the demarcation point of order and disorder. When χ = 1 √ 2 and x = x 0 , the ratio of the degree of freedom of charged molecules to the total degree of freedom is
, where x 0 is given by Eq.(2.5).
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Since the RN-AdS black hole has a phase transition similar to the vdW system, it can be assumed that they may have a similar microstructure. At the microscopic level the fluid is made up of individual molecules. Therefore there is the assumption that the black hole is composed of the black hole molecules and these molecules carry microscopic degrees of freedom of the black hole entropy [32] [33] [34] . For the RN-AdS black hole, the phase transition at a certain temperature is not the one from a large black hole to a small black hole, but is determined by electrical potential. The charges Q of black hole play a key role in phase transition. It is known from Eq.(3.1) that R < 0 for Q → 0. However, all the black hole molecules of SAdS black hole are composed of uncharged molecules. According to the statistical interpretation of the scalar curvature R symbol, we known that the scalar curvature is negative for the black hole system with the uncharged black hole molecules, while it is positive for that of charged black hole molecules. B.Mirza et.al argue that the scalar curvature is R > 0 for boson gas and it is R < 0 for fermion gas [42] [43] [44] [45] . we find that the charged and uncharged molecules of black holes are with different microstructure which is like fermion gas and boson gas.
On the other hand, for anyon gas scalar curvature R >0 (or R < 0) means that the average interaction between particles is repulsive or attractive, while the average interaction is zero as R = 0 [43] . We can also think of black hole molecules as similar to anyon gas. Therefore, the three different regions of scalar curvature R value of black hole system can also be understood as that the average interaction of black hole molecules has repulsive, attraction and no interaction respectively [32, 34, 35] . This work reveals the microscopic structure of the black hole from another view. This work can be extended to higher dimensional and rotating AdS black hole. These conclusions help explore the microstructure of black holes.
